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《Street Steel》 

Designed by Macau Local Gaming Company, Inspired by Macau Characteristic Events and First 

Released in Macau Gaming Market 

 

    As we all know, there are numerous large scale international events hosted in Macau, and the vehicle 

related events are the most conspicuous ones. Whether it is the iconic Grand Prix Macau or the China 

(Macau) International Automobile Expo, the public are attracted to come to see all sorts of cars up close, 

to feel the thrills of the races and to experience the excitement brought by related activities, showing the 

enthusiasm and love of the locals for cars. For vehicle fans, besides visiting Macau Grand Pix Museum 

for understanding the culture of racing and learning the importance such races had to Macau per say, 

they can also visit Street Steel-Heavy Metal Bike 

Gallery Macau located on the M floor of Kam Pek 

Paradise Casino. Not only did the gallery have been one 

of the local attractions recommended and selected by 

Macau Government Tourist Office in “Stay, Dine and 

See Macau” of 2021, Street Steel-Heavy Metal Bike 

Gallery Macau is also the only place displaying eye-

catching collectable heavy metal bikes from around the 

world.  

 

    Taking the local attraction of Macau as the starting 

point and adopting racing as the theme, LT Game team 

cooperated with Street Steel-Heavy Metal Bike Gallery 

Macau, took the gorgeous heavy metal bikes and related 

accessories in the museum as inspiration, and combined 

the unique race track scenery to create the unmissable 

"Street Steel" slot game! Chrome-plated vent pipes, 

precise mechanical engines, streamlining motorbike 

bodies, cool and dazzling helmets, gorgeous racing suits 

together with interactive racing experiences are all 

incorporated into the game. From selecting the favorite motorbike, speeding through the race track, to 

finally getting the final rank and winning the reward, the sense of participation and satisfaction would 

be filled within the players. Moreover, chic and gothic street style graphic designs dominate the screens. 

With the rock genre music played in the background, it really adds a lot of attractions to the game. 

 

    Comparing with other slot games which usually take the players directly to the free games once the 

feature is triggered, LT Game adds one more segment during the “Free Game” feature: The Motorbike 

Race feature. Once “Free Game” is triggered, player will first enter a motorbike race game, and the 

number of free games rewarded will be determined by the race result. This is to increase the interactive 

level between the player and the game. Driven by the sound of the engine, "boom boom boom”, let’s 

enjoy the wild and charming adventure!  

*Street Steel (w/LTS1 Cabinet)* 
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    With  three or above Scatter appear to trigger the “Free Game,” the player will become a professional 

racer and begin the Free Game feature with the motorbike race. First, pick the favorite racing motorbikes 

from various selections. “Ready” and “Go” announce the starting of the competition. With the engines’ 

booming sounds, excitements and tensions speed up the heart beats Racers drive motorbikes, shuttle 

with opponents and speed through the streets. When the race is over, the ranking will determine the 

quantity of free games the player won. The top rank will be rewarded with 20 free games. 

 

    Except for the rewarded free games from the racing game, if three or 

more Scatters show up again, the player will be given more free games and 

the number of free games is with no limitation. Moreover, based on the 

number of appeared Scatters in the original base game, up to 30 “Wild” 

will be added into the free games. There are chances that each “Wild” will 

have 2x or 3x multiplier attached and further multiply the winning of that 

specific free game. The highest multiplier can reach up to 27 times to 

largely increase player’s winning amount. 

 

    The pursuit of heavy metal bikes is presented in Street Steel 

directly and boldly. Under the sound of the booming engine, 

visually paired helmet and racing suits, the player would be like 

galloping on the streets to develop a passionate story. Through 

motorbike race game and multiplying rewards, the game 

captures the minds of the players, allowing them to choose, 

participate in and interact with the game in accord with their own 

preferences. Players would be more engaged in the game and 

feel the stimulation and happiness accumulated during the 

process. 

--The End-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LT Game  

LT Game, a subsidiary of Paradise Entertainment Limited,  

is one of the major gaming products and casino solutions providers in Macau and in the world. 

Macau office:  EM MACAU, AVENIDA DE VENCESLAU DE MORAIS NºS 175-179, INDUSTRIAL KIN IP 10º ANDAR B;  

Tel: 853 - 2878 7299  Fax: 853 - 2878 5257  Website: https://www.ltgame.com/  Email: sales@hk1180.com 

*Multiple collectable bikes for selection* 

*Street Steel* 

*2x or 3x Wild will randomly 

appear in free Games* 
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